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ISI and Associations 
The International Statistical Institute will host 

Its 64th World Statistics Congress from 16-20 

July 2023 in Shaw Conference Centre In the 

heart of Ottawa, Canada. The ISI was formally 

established In 1885. With seven Associations 

dedicated to specific statistical fields, the ISI 

& its Associations have more than 4,000 

members from all over the world. There are 

many membership options for Individuals 

and organisations.   

 

World Statistics Congresses 
The ISI started Its International Statistical 

Congresses In 1853 in Brussels. The WSCs 

take place every two years in a different 

country and typically attract 2,200 delegates 

for a full week. The Scientific Programme has 

more than 130 invited paper & special topic 

sessions, and about 75 contributed paper & 

posters sessions. In addition, there are various 

administrative and open meetings of the ISI, 

Associations & Special Interest Groups. A 

unique feature of the WSC is the social 

programme for delegates & accompanying 

persons to experience the local culture.  

Shaw Centre and Ottawa 
Shaw Centre is an engineering & architectural 

marvel overlooking the Rideau Canal,  

UNESCO World Heritage Site, and ranks in 

the top 3 convention centres worldwide. 

WSC 2023 will have exclusive use of the 

200,000 square foot venue. From Shaw 

Centre, you can walk to many of the major 

hotel chains. The international airport is a 15-

minute drive from downtown Ottawa with 

many direct flights from major North 

American cities to flights with 1 stopover from 

major international cities.  

 

There is something for everyone in Ottawa & 

lots within walking distance. There are 

museums from works of art to the largest 

indoor collection of totem poles to many 

outdoor activities and festivals. You can see 

incredible views of Parliament Hill from the 

National Gallery of Canada. Ottawa has 

excellent shopping and dining options at 

ByWard Market, where delegates can meet 

colleagues and friends. With a new light rail 

system, you can quickly travel within Ottawa. 

https://www.isi-web.org/
https://www.isi2023.org/
https://www.isi-web.org/community/associations
https://www.isi-web.org/membership
https://www.isi2021.org/about/geninfo-pastwscs
https://www.shaw-centre.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibition at Shaw Centre 
The Exhibition area will be located on Level 3 of our conference venue, the magnificent Shaw 

Centre. We plan to have 25 exhibition booths in the dedicated area.  

Sponsorship and Exhibition Opportunities will be published In May 2022.  

 

 
 

Foyer area at Level 3 - Shaw Centre 
 

 

Visit the website: 64th ISI World Statistics Congress (isi2023.org) 

 

Follow WSC 2023 on Twitter @isi_wsc_2023 

Follow ISI on LinkedIn:  

https://www.linkedin.com/company/international-statistical-institute-nl/  

 

#isiwsc2023 
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